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Weales: Old Letters, Same Shaw, New Impetus

Gerald Weales

.OLD LETTERS, SAME SHAW,
NEW IMPETUS
of the letters of Bernard Shaw and Mrs.
Patrick Campbell 1 does not lie in those qualities that
would appear most obviously to belong to them, in those
on ~hich the sales are probably based. As gossip, the letters are
unsatisfying because they never really solve the famous puzzle
about the exact nature of the Shaw-Campbell love affair. As a
literary production, they are deficient, despite beautiful individualletters of Shaw's (e.g., the wonderful one on the death of his
mother) , because they lack the unity necessary for a romance; the
totality fails because the letters sputter out into a now-and-again
correspondence, because they return insistently to the nagging
question of publication, and, most of all, because they are personal and so are full of the cryptograms that grow up between
any two intimates. Even as theatrical history, the letters are seldom rewarding because the references to actors and playwrights
are fleeting, and depend often on opinions which are known to
the writer and the recipient, but not to the reader.
The letters may finally be most valuable if used as a chisel to
help knock off some of the encrusted critical misconceptions of
Shaw and his plays. Although a few sensible and determined
critics and an increasing number of producers recognize just how
fine a playwright Shaw is, he still suffers under the burden of
Shavian mythology. Shaw writes problem plays; Shaw's characters
are mechanical dolls designed to express his own strange ideas.
This view of Shaw keeps recurring in columns of praise and in
columns of damnation, in essays, in textbooks, incessantly. All
the evidence of Shaw's plays seems to be ignored by those who
keep repeating these pseudo-Shavian truths, perhaps because it is
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so comfortable to label a man's work as you would a jar of jelly;
it is no longer necessary to think and if the mind of the reader is
closed enough, the essential quality of the play can slip away from
him, leaving just enough dross behind to confirm him in his mistaken identity. He is like Woolcott Gibbs in the presence of
Shakespeare, a picture of facile determination, a man who imagines that because his blinds are down the sun has failed to rise.
Perhaps the implications of these letters will work where the
massive testimony of the plays has failed; the insinuating nature
of a volume which seems to be designed to do something else-to
titillate or to delight-may slip up on the reader, catch him unaware and change an opinion for him before he can get his guard
, up. If the letters do this they are well worth the trouble of the
Janson print and the fine paper, of Alan Dent's editorial busyness
and 'Varren Chappell's charming dustjacket.
According to the doctrine, then, Shaw should be a writer of
problem plays. Harlan Hatcher, for example, in that wonderful
mixture of fact and nonsense that characterizes most textbook
commentaries, calls Shaw a pamphleteer and a thesis dramatist;
the occasion for the remark was an introduction in his collection
flrfodern Dramas to one of Galsworthy's plays, and this as late as
1941. Certainly Shaw is a pamphleteer and a good one, but there
is little point in confusing his pamphlets with his plays. Often
enough a Shaw preface is only vaguely related to the play that it
introduces, is completely dissociated from it, or is in actual contradiction to it. The Shaw of the prefaces, the crusader and propagandist, may bring all the powers of his reason into action against
what he considers a social or economic evil, but Shaw as an artist
must and does recognize that human beings and characters in
plays who have any reality cannot be reasonable continually.
Why even that paragon of rationality, Shaw's Caesar, indulges in
a gratuitous and unreasonable vanity; he wears an oak wreath to
cover his bald spot. If Shaw's plays are thesis dramas, why is it
so difficult to decide what the thesis is? John Gassner, whose many
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sensible comments on Shaw indicate that he really knows better,
lets himself say in A Treasury of the Theatre, "His Major Barbara proved a blunt indictment of philanthropy as a mere facade
for a profit-minded social order responsible for the very miseries
it tries to alleviate." Is that why people cry in the theatres when
Bill Walker puts his face alongside that of Major Barbara, after
Undershaft has bought her illusions, and says, "Wot prawce selvytion nah?" It is true that Shaw often seemed to accept the idea
of art as a tool of social action, but, so far as his work for the theatre is concerned, it remained an idea. As a critic he does not view
plays in that narrow sense; as an artist he does not produce them,
except in a few unhappy cases, such as Geneva, which in one of
the letters he calls "a horrible play," but one that he had to write.
A thesis is not the same as an idea, of course. Shaw deals with
philosophy, politics and ethics, but his plays never become philosophic, political or moralistic in a doctrinaire sense. In the letters
he speaks often of his plays in terms of characters or, less often, of
plot, but never of message.
Nor are these characters, as Mrs. Campbell called them in 1917
after hearing a reading of Heartbreak House, "mere mouthpieces.!' The more sophisticated of the mere-mouthpiece critics
discard the possibility that Shaw's characters are mechanical in
the restricted sense of embodying various points of view so that
one may win a three or five act discussion. They are more likely
to say that the structure of the play, the working out of the
Shavian paradox, the necessary development of the theatrical dialectic demand that the character become a voice and not a person.
Even Eric Bentley, a sympathetic critic, falls into the trap of setting up too neat a pattern of Shavian action for the plays. What
Bentley, in his Bernard Shaw, calls the struggle between the vital
and the mechanical is just his recognition of the Shavian form
given to that conflict which is generally accepted-these days in
Hegelian terms, although it must be as old as the agon-as necessary to any kind of drama. Bentley gives ammunition to the advo-
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cates of mere-mouthpiecism by assuming that the reality of
Shavian characters exists somehow despite the frame of the play
(he almost makes Shaw an automatic writer; shades of Anna
Goodwill!) , instead of recognizing that the peculiar nature of the
struggle rises out of the characters themselves.
The letters give proof of Shaw's preoccupation with his characters as people and not as ideas, although a performance of even
so weak a playas Mrs. Warren's Profession should make that
proof unnecessary. Shaw's relationship to his characters becomes
clear as he talks about them and, more importantly, as he becomes them. Mrs. Campbell has said, ". . . you beget your dramatis personae like God . . ." and Shaw always speaks of his characters as if that were so. He is continually on guard lest Mrs.
Campbell or some other actor turn one of his characters into
someone other than the person he created. He always calls the
characters by name, perhaps because he is talking to an actress
who must think of plays in terms of roles, but the affection which
surrounds the names, the idiosyncrasies that build up around
them ("a most parsonic parson" he says of Morell) are more
natural to people than to points of view. He has put many of the
people that he knew into the plays; Mrs. Campbell alone, as he
admits in the letters, gave him Eliza, Hesione, Orinthia. Basing
a character on a real person does not necessarily assure that the
character will be real or believable, but it precludes the possibility of thinking of the character only as an abstract idea.
And Shaw is his characters in these letters. Sometimes, as Frank
Harris said in his biography of Shaw, probably with a sneer, he
"reads to me like Eugene Marchbanks on a busman's holiday."
He does speak with the excessive poeticisms that seem proper to
Marchbanks. He also speaks with the hurt pomposity of Morell.
the uncertain assurance of John Tanner, the delphic authority of
Undershaft, the wry and sometimes hopeful pessimism of Captain Shotover. He is sometimes as intelligently kind as Caesar.
sometimes as brutal and blunt as Bill Walker. He is so foolish at
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times that we would not be surprised if, like Dolly Cusins, he
carried a bass drum in the Salvation Army to be near his sweetheart-although Stella Campbell would never have been Major
Barbara. He is as careful as Britannus, as extravagant as Dick
Dudgeon. He is always and insistently Higgins to Mrs. Campbell's Eliza, although, like the Eliza of the play, she never really
lets him create her after the image in his mind. All of this could
mean no more than that Shaw was capable of the same facility
in his personal letters that he brought to his plays. However, since
the switches in tone and style, which almost seem like switches in
character, accompany obvious and genuine emotions, since they
express joy, love, understanding, compassion, pain, futility, they
become the exp!ession of a human being in human situations.
Whether Shaw mirrors the characters or the characters reflect
him, there is an exchange of humanity somewhere along the line,
and the reader who is moved by these qualities in Shaw's letters
may begin to look in the characters for the reality that the letters
imply.
This continued emphasis on the humanity of Shaw's characters
is a tactical device, a grandstand play designed to save them from
the curse of being labeled as ideas. As such it is an overstatement.
They are not just creations who sit around being human beings.
They are believable characters set in a particular plot, the action
of which is concerned with ideas, emotions and events; they are,
in short, part of a play. Shaw says to Mrs. Campbell before the
opening of Pygmalion, when it loo~s as though she is not going
to be quite the Eliza he wants, "I give up in despair that note of
terror in the first scene which collects the crowds and suddenly
shews the audience that there is a play there, and a human soul.
there, and a social problem there, and a formidable capacity for
feeling in the trivial giggler of the comic passages." These are all
necessary, and if too great attention is riveted on the social
problem and not enough on the human soul, the play will be
incomplete.
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These letters are chiefly valuable, then, because they send the
reader back to the plays to find that he never had to go to the
letters at all to know that Shaw was a human being interested in
human beings; and to remind him that more than a pamphleteer,
Shaw is a playwright and an artist.
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else can be said of The Fields Were Green, it is at least
a much needed book. Increasingly during the past half-century, the
five poets studied here have been treated as distinctly sub-literary
figures, occasionally interesting to the biographer or literary historian
but well outside the province of the serious critic. Though all save
Bryant are the subjects of recent full-length investigations, emphasis
in every case has fallen upon their lives rather than their texts. Even
so pretentiously comprehensive a survey as the Literary History of the
United States comes close to ignoring the actual poetry of Bryant,
Whittier, Holmes, Lowell, and Longfellow, and it almost scrupulously avoids any evaluation of their material. The truth is that the
household poets are memorized in the schoolroom, skimmed in the
college survey course, and elsewhere either forgotten or dismissed
with contempt. Yet it is Professor Arm's contention that the best of
their work not only endures but that its lasting value can be demonstrated by bringing to bear upon it the principles and techniques of
modern literary criticism. He makes no claims of absolute greatness
for any of the writers. It is a pleasure to report that he does not use
them in order to flog the presumed excesses of contemporary poetry.
But by carefully defining the nature of their particular achievement
and then by testing that achievement through a series of meticulously
close readings, he adds immeasurably to their stature as artists.
Actually his method is two-fold. He prints in full a number of
selections from all five poets, including standard things ("ThanatopW HAT EVE R
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